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ABSTRACT
The proposed system having the emphasis on the utilization of a technique called 'word spotting' for findings words
specifically and consequently in examined images of manuscripts formatted pages. We outline and assess this technique
by applying it to Devanagari manuscripts. To retrieve the words and finding the occurrence of the word from the
scanned documents ideally required it to first convert into document form and then search for the text. So, from the
image itself, our proposed system will retrieve the word based on skeletonization techniques and the matching the words
images of Devanagari scripts.
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INTRODUCTION
The motivation behind this article is to present an innovative approach for Printed content recognition as a
tool for the research of verifiable manuscripts. We will begin by giving a broad review of this field of
research, yet the attention will be on the utilization of methods [1] for 'word spotting' for searching words
automatically and directly.Word spotting offers a straightforward approach to look into the into the original
copies, one that does not experience a version. The quantity of unedited original copies, in any event from the
late 16's is huge, and this apparatus could be of incredible help to get orientated in that material. Through
word spotting, important entries in unedited original copies can be recognized and word frames are excerpted
[4].Devanagari scripts records contain valuable culture legacies of people [5]. At present, numerous nations
are digitizing their local dialect reports to save them to the extent that this would be possible, which empowers
general society to get to them all the more helpfully and quicker, for example, by means of the web. For
Devanagari script records. we have taken book namely "Mahabharata" by PrabhakarPhadnis [2]. Then again, a
document image recovery framework [3] finds whether an archive image consists of a specific word which is
important to the client, disregarding other disconnected words. Hence, a query image recovery framework
answers "yes" or "no" to the search image, rather than the correct recognition of characters or words. This is
now and again known as "keyword spotting" or just "word spotting"[7]. with no requirement for right and
finish character acknowledgment however by specifically portraying image report highlights at the character,
word or line level.elated work is done using several techniques in the past on the text-based retrieval for
different languages. The paper presents a framework for the word retrieval from Devanagarimanuscripts and
recalls occurrence of the same word in the image Formatted manuscripts.

Paper will be formatted as in following sections. Section 2 Explains the proposed system, approach in detail in
section 3. Implementation part shown the last section 4 concludes the paper.

Word Segmentation
The word spotting procedure includes the division of each archive into its relating lines and words. Each
record is filed by the visual image features of its words.
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Steps/Process Technique/Action Used

Fig 1:Proposed framework for spotting & occurrence of words

The proposed framework mainly consists of following steps:

1. Input image

2. Preprocessing

3. Feature Extraction

4. Clustering algorithm

A. Input Image
Consider the input data as manuscripts which will be available in image format.

so as we retrieve the words from the complete image formatted file may be useful to find out the occurrence
of keywords as query image given.

B. Preprocessing
In the image preprocessing stage, the scanned image of each of the records is subjected to a few handling
functions that prompt the segmentation of the image file formatted pages into lines and the words in each of
these lines.

In the approach [9] they first changed the image of the document to its complement. If an I x j image is shown
with f, its complement is –
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where m is the number of rows and n is the number of columns in the image.This data in regard to the quantity
of lines and words and their positions in their particular records is put away alongside the report image. The
skeletonization procedure is an imperative stride in preprocessing for the printed and handwritten capture
images. In the event that the came about skeleton is precise, it dispenses with a lot of confusions in the later
character recognition stage [6].Binarization and morphological operators are also used in the stage to simply
get segmented and skeletonization is to minimize the time required for the complete process.The line
segmentation is performed utilizing an automatic segmentation technique. For word segmentation, the
problem is planned for a grouping issue in the matter of regardless of whether the crevice gap between two
nearby associated segments in a line is word hole or not. A counterfeit neural system with highlights
portraying the associated parts was utilized to settle on a choice on this Classification problem.

C. Feature Extraction
The next stage in the word spotting strategy includes the calculation of components for each of the words
recognized. These components shape the key record for image seek. The features utilized here for each word
image, are the Gradient, Structural and Concavity (GSC) highlights which measure the image qualities at
nearby, middle of the road and expensive scales and henceforth inexact a heterogeneous multi-determination
worldview to include extraction.

The components are extricated under a 4 x 8 division and contain 384 bits of angle highlights, 384 bits of
auxiliary elements and 256 bits of concavity highlights, giving us a twofold element vector of length 1024 The
inclination highlights catch the stroke stream introduction and its varieties utilizing the recurrence of slope
headings, as acquired by convolving the image with a Sobel edge administrator, in each of 12 bearings and
after that thresholding the resultant index to yield a 384-vector.Gradient features use the stroke shapes on a
small scale, structural features use stroke trajectories on an intermediate scale, and concavity features use
stroke relationships at long distances [10].Inclination guide to find center level geometric features including
the nearness of corners and lines at some parts. The auxiliary components speak to the coarser state of the
word catch the nearness of corners, inclining lines, and vertical and even lines in the angle image, as
controlled by 12 rules [8] .The concavity highlights to search the major topological and geometrical elements
including course of bayous, the nearness of openings, and extensive vertical and horizontal strokes. Table 1
shows the GSC features for the grid of 9.

Table IGSC features where x,y= 0…2
Grid Gradient

Directional
Structural
Rule

Concavity features

(0,0)
.
.
.
(2,2)

1◦~ 45◦

.

.

.
1◦~ 45◦

r1

.

.

.
r1

coarse pixel density
.
.
.
coarse pixel density

(x,y) 45◦ ~ 90◦ r2 vertical run length
(x,y) 90◦ ~ 135◦ r3 horizontal run length

(x,y) 135◦ ~ 180◦ r4 upward concavity

(x,y) 180◦ ~ 225◦ r5 downward concavity

(x,y) 225◦ ~ 270◦ r6 left concavity

(x,y) 270◦ ~315◦ r7 right concavity

(x,y) 315◦ ~ 360◦ r8 hole concavity
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D. Clustering Algorithm
From the segmented manuscripts of the word, image data clustering algorithm will be helpful to find the
hidden patterns or groups in a dataset in which we mixed up two models that are hierarchical (cluster tree) and
k-means model in which k distinct cluster classification will be done[6].

Implementation
We have developed a word spotting for the Devanagari document images using the query image file in the
complete manuscripts and rank the recall occurrence of the word which will be tested on two query images
and observed the good results on the tested documents. In the segmentation process, all words are first
segmented and by using the proposed algorithm spot the query image in the document file.

Fig.2. Original Sample image from the Devanagari manuscripts
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(a)                   (b)
Fig 3. (a) (b) Query image as an input

è
Fig.4. Sample findings of the query image in the manuscripts

Precision-Recall method is adapted for word spotting and retrieval to measure thedegree of exactness, and can
be calculated as follows: = No. of Relevant instances retrivedTotal No. of instances
The recall is used to represents to measure of completeness of spotting the words. Can be calculated as
follows: = .Total number correctaly occured of instances
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Precision-Recall graph shows the performance for word spotting and retrieval system.

Table II. Sample word occurrence in the image formatted Devanagari manuscripts.

Query Image
word

Recall Occurrence

Mahabharat(first
word)

68

Mansapasun
(Second Word)

14

So, this result will be helpful to find the occurrence of the same word in the manuscript in the local
Devanagari language.

Conclusion
Word spotting is a powerful procedure which can be utilized for recovering important data from archive
images where OCR doesn't give promising outcomes. We propose a framework where the components are
removed from the shape data of the word images of Devanagari script and whole integer codes are produced
for each word image which is then utilized for coordinating modified DTW algorithm for the calculations. The
coordinated arrangement of words is then arranged by the clustering algorithm to show the occurrence of the
query image.

In future; this technique will be useful to find the occurrence of the different words in multiple script image
file manuscripts.
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